
Ready to make IT all about you?
Trustmarque - an IT partner you can trust 

https://www.trustmarque.com/


• You’re ready to innovate 
faster.

• You’re ready to go further. 

• You want to achieve more 
from your IT investments.

Now more than ever, you need a partner who 
can move quickly, anticipate, innovate, and more 
importantly, a partner you can trust. You’ve chosen to 
make IT all about you, we are here to make IT happen.

You might need to strengthen your cyber security, 
scale up your hybrid-working set up or migrate to the 
cloud. As a leading IT provider in the UK, we know 
first-hand how the last few years have shifted the UK’s 
digital transformation priorities, and we can help you 
achieve these. 

Our customers are succeeding by investing in their 
infrastructure, networks and cyber strategies, you can 
be part of the next wave of the digital evolution:

4.7% growth
Gartner forecasts IT spending in EMEA to grow by 4.7% 
in 2022

Gartner, 2022

60%
By 2025, at least 60% of enterprises will have explicit 
strategies and timelines for SASE adoption

Gartner blog ‘Checking in on SASE’

Two-thirds
Two-thirds of companies are developing a hybrid work 
model where people spend only part of the time in the 
office. CIPD

CIPD, ‘Planning Hybrid Working’

IT’s what we do.
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IT is all about you
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We can protect your organisation’s reputation, facilitate your business 
growth, support you on your digital environmental commitments and 
improve your employee wellbeing with impactful IT services and 
solutions.

Why us

For 35 years, we have helped organisations in the public and private 
sector to work smarter, run their business more effectively and unlock the 
value of their IT investments.

We have grown our portfolio over the decades by acquiring a diverse 
range of specialist businesses. 

Experts across:  

Trusted 

ENTERPRISE CONNECTIVITY
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Our accreditations strengthen our relationships with our partners and gives you confidence that we will strive 
to help you get the best IT solutions from our range of partners, whatever your circumstances.

Accomplished  

We are a top tier partner for the leading technology vendors. We work across an extensive network of 200+ 
partners to find the most relevant and cost-efficient solutions to boost your competitive edge. 

Accredited  

Trustmarque - IT is all about you

7 Advanced Specialisations
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Together, we help create a fully connected, scalable, 
and secure IT environment that will allow your 
organisation to grow without limitations.  

Our customers come to us time and time again for 
collaborative transformation that helps them make 
better IT decisions for long-term success.

“We knew where to go; the fact that we 
didn’t even entertain other suppliers speaks 
volumes. We come to Trustmarque time and 
time again because of the service we get.”

James Twyman
ICT Infrastructure Delivery Manager at VolkerWessels UK

Encompassing the whole range of IT services and 
specialist skills, we have all the solutions you need to 
drive your digital transformation vision. Underpinned 
by expertise in: 

Find your perfect fit 
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Microsoft Volume Licensing

Sourcing Procurement

IT Consulting Project Delivery

Managed Support



Your organisation’s cyber security requirements are 
different to any others and with a myriad of cyber 
security suppliers and solutions, knowing which ones 
you need to protect your IT environment can be 
overwhelming. This is where we can help.

Our in-house experts have years of experience working 
with organisations across all sectors and with long 
standing relationships with the leading cyber security 
providers making us the perfect partner to concentrate 
and consolidate your cyber security assets.

Cyber Security solutions
Bulletproof your defence Talk to us about

Managed Detection 
and Response

Microsoft Security 
Workshops

Information 
Protection

SASE

Human Risk 
Prevention

Cloud Security

Firewalls

Penetration Testing

Network and 
Perimeter

Endpoint Protection
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“During 2021, 39% of UK businesses identified 
a cyber attack, with the most common threat 

vector being phishing attempts (83%).”

UK Government Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2022
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Trustmarque’s Cyber Security platform ensures you 
receive the most appropriate assessment for your 
situation. Our experts pride themselves on the quality 
of their advice and delivery capabilities.

Trustmarque’s Cyber Security practice was established 
in 2003 and delivers technologies, processes and 
practices designed to protect networks, computers, 
programmes and data from attack, damage, or 
exploitation from unauthorised access.

Penetration Testing
Find your weak points before somebody else does

CYBER SECURITY

Web Application 
Testing

Red Team Operations

Source Code Review

Client Security 
Evaluation

Wireless Assessment Social Engineering

Network Penetration 
Test

Firewall Security 
Testing

Server Build Review

Mobile Application 
Assessment

Mobile Device 
Assessment

Trustmarque Cyber 
Security penetration testing 
certifications

Trustmarque Cyber Security is an 
NCSC approved CHECK company 
offering penetration  testing of 
IT systems to identify potential 
vulnerabilities and recommend 
effective security  countermeasures.

The Cyber Scheme

We are honoured to be sponsors for 
The Cyber Scheme and contribute 
to project design and help improve 
the cyber security industry from 
within. The Cyber Scheme is one of 
only two organisations accredited by 
GCHQ/NCSC to offer examinations 
that meet UK Government 
Standards in Penetration Testing.

Crest Member Company- 
Crest Accreditation Services

Crest Qualified Consultants

Crest Practitioner Security 
Analyst
Crest Registered Penetration 
Tester
Crest Certified Infrastructure 
Tester

Application Status

Application Audited

Vulnerability Assessment (VA)

Crest Qualified Consultants
Crest Practitioner Security 
Analyst
Crest Registered Penetration 
Tester
Crest Certified Infrastructure 
Tester

Sector:
IT

Certificate level:
Cyber Essentials

Certification body:
IASME

Trustmarque IT & Cyber 
Services
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SEE MORE ON PENETRATION TESTING

VISIT CHECK

VISIT CREST

VISIT CYBER ESSENTIALS

VISIT THE CYBER SCHEME

https://www.trustmarque.com/cyber-security/penetration-testing/
https://www.crest-approved.org/member_companies/trustmarque-cyber-security/
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/cyberessentials/search
https://thecyberscheme.org/trustmarque/
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/organisation/trustmarque-solutions-ltd/check-penetration-testing


Your digital workplace isn’t just about the technology, 
it’s how your users experience and adopt the 
technology to meet your organisation’s digital 
transformation objectives. Harness the power of 
Microsoft 365, ensure your people have access to the 
latest collaboration and productivity solutions when 
they need them most.

We will help you get the most out of your software 
strategy due to our long-lasting Microsoft partnership. 
Free your employees from mundane tasks with our 
highly customisable automation services – from 
small scale change projects to large transformation 
programmes, delivered on-premise or in the cloud. 

• Visibility & Governance
• Secure Remote Working
• Processes & Systems

Digital Workplace 
and Automation
Move your workplace beyond the office limits

Trustmarque can help you with:  

Power Apps
Application development

Power BI
Business Analytics

Power Automation
Process Automation

Dataverse
Data consolidation

Power Virtual Agents
Intelligent chat bots
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Microsoft Viva

Azure Virtual Desktops

Windows 365

Windows 11

FastTrack to Microsoft 365

Surface as a Service

Remote Working Solutions

VDI for Healthcare

Workplace
Biz Apps

Robotic Process Automation

IT Asset Management

PRISM - Digital Intelligence 
Platform

Microsoft Licensing

Automation

Software

Data for Process Automation

Transformation

Data Warehousing

Power BI

BI and Analytics

Trustmarque - IT is all about you
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PRISM is Trustmarque’s Digital Intelligence platform 
that is designed to give you greater visibility over 
your IT estate. Get a hold on your costs and gain total 
control of your IT assets.

Our aim is to empower you with connected IT and 
help to make you more successful an increasingly 
digital and technology-driven world. Through dynamic 
IT Asset Management, we realign IT with the rest of 
the business to help make you more efficient, ensure 
compliancy, optimise spend, drive automation, and 
deliver self-sufficiency.

PRISM has been well received, making it a finalist to the prestigious UK IT Awards & 
UK Cloud Awards:

Our ITAM consultancies are bespoke to your needs 
but always underpinned by the same Trustmarque 
quality standard, expertise, accreditation and heritage. 
We bring you market-leading solutions – powered by 
the best tools and the best minds in the business – to 
ensure you get the most from your IT investments.

Introducing data driven 
results with PRISM 

An award nominated solution

“Thanks to Prism, we can immediately access information 
to identify software that is not being used and areas that 
we can save money. It allows us to report more precisely 
on what Snow is seeing whereas previously I had to look 

across multiple pieces of software.”

Two large healthcare organisations 
consolidate and transform

IT Asset and Software Compliance Manager

PRISM+ Office 365 is designed to give better visibility of your Microsoft 365 suite of products. Access usage information, 
realise cost avoidance and wastage and discover potential savings.

PRISM+ Office 365 also supports the ability for virtual tenants within a single tenant for a breakdown of allocation and 
cost. The Office 365 data is made available via your CSP / Enterprise Agreements with Trustmarque.

PRISM+ pulls data directly from the Microsoft O365 Graph API and supporting CSP relationship with Trustmarque.

Combined with the Snow platform, PRISM provides numerous insights on top of the collected data to support IT Asset 
Management.

Snow Software can be either hosted by Trustmarque or deployed on premise. PRISM platform pulls data directly from 
the SQL server to collect all useful data. The platform is an accessible way to consume information across multiple 
departments based on Trustmarque’s wealth of ITAM knowledge and experience.

PRISM+ Office 365

PRISM and SNOW Software

FINALIST
Gold Partner

BOOK YOUR PRISM DEMO

https://www.trustmarque.com/itam/prism/


Your digital workplace isn’t just about the technology, 
it’s how your users experience and adopt the 
technology to meet your organisation’s digital 
transformation objectives. Harness the power of 
Microsoft 365, ensure your people have access to the 
latest collaboration and productivity solutions when 
they need them most. We will help you get the most 
out of your software strategy due to our long-lasting 
Microsoft partnership. 

Free your employees from mundane tasks with our 
highly customisable automation services – from 
small scale change projects to large transformation 
programmes, delivered on-premise or in the cloud. 

Hybrid Infrastructure

Migrate to the cloud

Limitless storage scalability

Unlock future-ready networking

Let go of legacy with intelligent infrastructure 
DevOps Implementation

Datacentre change & DR

Migration & Modernisation

Databases & Data warehouses

Cloud

Software-Defined Networking

Internet of Things (IoT)

Voice and Collaboration Working

Intelligent LAN/Wi-Fi Solutions

Software Defined WAN Services

Datacentre
Modern Datacentre

Containers

Hybrid Cloud

Data Storage

Unstructured Data

Backup and DR

Managed Support Services

Networking 
Connectivity
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Your future-ready connectivity is in safe hands 
with Trustmarque. Our newly acquired Enterprise 
Connectivity Team has been working with customers 
for more than 20 years to provide a wide range of 

network and connectivity solutions. We collaborate with 
world-leading partners including Cisco, to who we are a 
Gold Partner, to deliver the right solution for your teams.

Future-proofed networking 
with Enterprise Connectivity 

Our networking partnerships

Supporting your transition from existing heritage connectivity, requires solid digital foundations. At Trustmarque, our enterprise 
connectivity principles are based on the collaborative, secure and application-centric business outcomes driven by the needs 
of a modern, hybrid workforce and customer base.

Enterprise Connectivity Delivered

These capabilities allow us to offer complete and 
integrated solutions and services to empower your 
connected workplaces.

We have the expertise and experience to create 
network and connectivity solutions for some of the 
biggest, most complex and secure environments in 
the UK.

We ensure your organisation’s applications and assets 
are connected across your business, whenever and 
wherever needed. We do this through:

• Software-defined WAN/LAN services
• IoT enabled services
• Voice Network Services
• Voice and Collaborative working
• Direct Routing for Microsoft Teams
• Intelligent LAN/Wifi solutions
• Support offerings from breakfix to data driven fully 

managed services

Solutions to get you future-proofed

20+ years 80 bn152,200 20+
experience providing 

secure networking 
solutions for some of 
the UK’s largest and 

most security sensitive 
clients

estimated number of 
connected devices by 

2025

number of IoT devices 
estimated to be 

connected every 
minute by 2025 

(source: IDC)

 accreditations as a 
Cisco Gold Partner

Cisco Gamma 
As a Cisco Gold Partner, we unlock the door to Cisco’s 
high performing infrastructure, allowing you to stay 
connected and keeping your resources protected.

We are one of the few select partners awarded Gamma 
Platinum Partner status in the UK. This is awarded 
by a range of criteria that includes revenue, product 
commitments, customer service levels, innovation and 
technical expertise. 

Aruba
As an Aruba Gold Partner, Trustmarque demonstrate 
the strength and skill required to work in partnership 
with a global leader in secure, intelligent edge-to-
cloud networking solutions.

FIND OUT MORE

FIND OUT MORE

FIND OUT MORE

https://www.trustmarque.com/partners/cisco/
https://www.trustmarque.com/partners/gamma/
https://www.trustmarque.com/partners/aruba/


In a world of rapid and complex IT transformation, 
Acutest will help keep your critical projects in check. 
A market-leading testing and quality assurance 
provider, we help accelerate and safeguard your digital 
transformation and change projects by providing tried, 
tested and trusted services you can count on.

No matter where you are in your timeline, draw on 
our full range of testing services across design, 
development and deployment.

Services include:

• IT Testing

• Automated IT Testing

• Assurance Testing

• Non-functional and Specialist Testing

• Outsource Testing Services

• Continuous Delivery Assurance

IT Testing and 
Assurance
Testing and Assurance from 
Acutest

Hurtling towards a deadline and worried that your 
project may fall  at the last hurdle? Our Project Rescue 
service helps steer projects back on track to ensure 
you meet the tightest delivery timeframes.

Get your projects back on-track 
with Project Rescue

Remove the barriers to success 
with testing you can count on
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Business benefits 

Meet your business 
requirements

Improve change and 
visibility

Cut project duration 
and costs

Reduce the risk of 
project failure

Innovate at the pace 
needed to stay ahead

Help prevent delays 
and cancellations

Speed up testing, prioritise 
coverage and reduce resources 
to quicken the pace of change 
and project completion. 

Ensure your go to market 
solutions are fully planned, 
visible, tested and fit-for-purpose 
at every stage.

By shortening the timeline 
and finding risks sooner, we 
streamline delivery to reduce the 
total cost.

Accelerated 
innovation 

Rigorous change 
governance

Reduced 
deployment costs

Trustmarque - IT is all about you

https://www.trustmarque.com/acutest/


You’re in safe hands with our tried and tested support 
packages, delivered as-a-service, to provide reliable 
management of your estate. We can help you take 
care of: cloud and datacentre, cyber security, data and 
analytics, modern workplace, and IT operations.

By partnering with Trustmarque, we remove the strain 
and complexity of IT management, user support and 
infrastructure investments. Our highly accredited team 
support you, giving you back the time you need to 
focus on what’s really important for your organisation, 
employees and customers.

Managed Services
Lighten the load of your IT management and operations
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Operational Services

Digital Workplace Services

Cloud Managed Services

Software Licensing Services

Datacentre Support Services 

Data and Analytics Services

Cyber Security Managed Services

Managed Support Services

Maintain and improve your IT estate 

Accelerate your Azure adoption

Unleash the power of your data
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Compare products

Build your quote

Place your order

www.trustmarque.com/store

Welcome to the Trustmarque Store

• Single point of purchase

• 1 million available products

• Detailed product descriptions

• Self serve or point of contact

• Compare up to 4 products

• Build your own quote

• Reliable delivery

IT procurement made easy

Laptops Cables

Desktop Headsets

Tablets Peripherals

Phones Printers

Monitors Keyboards & 
Mice
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https://www.trustmarque.com/store/
https://www.trustmarque.com/store/


LinkedIn
Trustmarque 

Youtube
Trustmarque TV

IT is all about you
Visit

www.trustmarque.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/trustmarque-solutions/
https://www.youtube.com/user/TrustmarqueTV
https://www.trustmarque.com/
https://www.trustmarque.com/



